2005 ford explorer fuel filter location

Where is fuel filter located? Do you. Good afternoon, It is in the back of the truck by the tank.
This video will help you remove the filter with instructions below to show you how to replace
the fuel filter in your car. Highly flammable mixtures are always present and may be ignited.
Failure to follow these instructions may result in serious personal injury. WARNING: Before
working on or disconnecting any of the fuel tubes or fuel system components, relieve the fuel
system pressure to prevent accidental spraying of fuel. Fuel in the fuel system remains under
high pressure, even when the engine is not running. Failure to follow this instruction may result
in serious personal injury. Spilled fuel may be ignited by hot vehicle components or other
ignition sources. NOTE: During the repair or replacement of fuel-related components, all liquid
and vapor fuel openings must be capped, taped or otherwise appropriately protected to prevent
the ingress of dirt or other contamination. All caps, tape and other protective materials must be
removed prior to installation. Release the fuel system pressure. Disconnect the battery ground
cable. Remove the 3 bolts and the fuel filter heat shield. Remove the 2 nuts and the fuel filter
shield. Disconnect the fuel supply tubes quick connect couplings. Remove the fuel filter. To
install, reverse the removal procedure. Check out the diagrams Below. Please let us know if you
need anything else to get the problem fixed. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Hi Gary,
welcome to 2CarPros. You will find a diagram below showing the fuel filter location. The fuel
filter is number 5. If you need any further help please let us know. Image Click to enlarge. Hi, If
you look on the passenger side under the front part of the front door, you will see the catalytic
converter and the filter is behind the heat shield that is attached to the frame. That is where this
procedure picks up. See attached for more detail. If you still can't find it, let me know and I can
get you more detail. Thanks Images Click to enlarge. Located on the right side on the far side of
the frame, also has an aluminum or metal heat shield around it. This shield it usually held on by
a strap or 2 bolts. The fuel lines require a special tool to remove them. Hope this helps! Be sure
to release the fuel pressure at the port before removing the lines. Location of the fuel filter
please, I need to change it. Hello, The fuel filter is located near the front of the gas tank here is a
guide to help walk you through changing it and the location of the filter with instruction on how
to change it for your car below. Where is fuel filter? Welcome to 2CarPros. It is in front of the
fuel tank behind a protection shield. See picture 1. The additional attached pictures correlate
with the directions. Highly flammable mixtures are always present and can be ignited, resulting
in possible personal injury. Before servicing or disconnecting any of the fuel lines or fuel
system components, the fuel system pressure must be relieved to prevent accidental spraying
of fuel, which can cause personal injury or a fire hazard. NOTE: This step is necessary for fuel
tube removal and installation only. Remove the transmission. Remove the parts in the order
indicated in the illustration and table. To remove individual parts, only carry out the listed steps.
Remove the nuts and the heat shield. Highly flammable mixtures are always present and may be
ignited, resulting in possible personal injury. If equipped, disconnect the safety clip from the
fuel tube. Pic 6 2. Install the special tool and press it into the fitting. Pic 7 3. Separate the
fittings. Highly flammable mixtures are always present an may be ignited, resulting in possible
personal injury. Unclip the tab. Pic 9 2. Depress the tabs and press the clip downward. Pic 10 3.
It is therefore essential that absolute cleanliness is observed when working with these
components. Always install blanking plugs to any open orifices or tubes. NOTE: If the fuel tube
retainer clip is broken or damaged, install a new clip using a suitable fuel line disconnect tool to
separate the retaining clip legs. Once the retainer legs have been separated, lift the clip out of
the connector housing, lifting from the stamped side of the connector body. Disconnect the
quick-connect fitting. To make sure that the quick-connect fitting is fully seated, pull on the
tube. NOTE: - If the fuel tube retainer clip is broken or damaged, install a new clip using a
suitable fuel line disconnect tool to separate the retaining clip legs. Once the retainer legs have
been separated, lift the clip out of the connect housing, lifting from the stamped side of the
connector body. Connect the quick-connect fitting. NOTE: Lubricate the fuel fitting with clean
engine oil. Align the fuel line fitting and press together until a click is heard. If equipped, install
the safety clip. Take care, Joe Images Click to enlarge. Looking under the car, I can't locate my
fuel filter. Can you help Was this answer. Where is the fuel filter located on my ford explorer.
Fuel filter is located on the leading edge of the fuel tank, on right side of vehicle, mounted
behind the fuel filter shield Was this answer. Where is the fuel filter located on this vehicle Was
this answer. Look on the frame, by the right rear tire, follow it to the front till you find it! Xlt 4x4
4. The fuel filter is on the frame under neath drivers side door, in front of the fuel tank, it is
covered by a protective shield Was this answer. I have a Explorer XLT 4. I can't locate the fuel
filter. Can anyone help? The people at the parts stores keep saying it is along the frame rail. I
have checked the frame rail, and it isn't there. On my old explorer that is where it was. The fuel
filter will be on the inside of the frame next to the gas tank with a plastic clip on each end.
Please login or register to post a reply. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Asked by

Wiki User. I found there was no How-To on fuel filter replacement on this site so I thought I'd
add one. I just got done with it so here it goes:. First off, this was done on my 04 Explorer 4. I've
been suffering from the shakes at idle. It seemed to happen after getting gas at Delta Sonic.
Ford fuel tool. Block rear wheels and raise front end. Only the passenger side is really
necessary. Locate filter. It has a plastic cover then an aluminum heat shield over it so you won't
see it. Remove the hose connections. The output side has a funky metal clip that needs to be
slide towards the filter a bit then pushed up to disengage. Use the Ford tool to remove the
output side hose. This goes over the filter tube and slide under the hose connection. You'll have
to play with it a bit but the basic idea is to slide the tool under the fuel line connection releasing
the internal spring and it'll pop apart. This is not fun since there is little room and you are on
your back. The input side of the filter uses a different connector. It has a red plastic clip that
needs to be undone. It's similar to the plug wire guides. I used nothing more than my hands.
Once open gently push the 2 ends up to release the filter. It's kinda like a upside down U. You
know those black caps that are on the end of your new filter? They're great for capping the old
filter while your working on it. Don't try pulling it out - that sucker is really in there. I used a
rubber mallet to tap the filter out. Use a block of wood if you have to. I put a light coating of
grease on the new filter to help slide it back in. Should help with removal next time too. Make
sure you have the filter in the right direction. Now here's the kicker. The truck ran beautifully! I
only let it run long enough to check for leaks but there were no shakes! Then I did what I always
do to feel better about the busted knuckles and hard work I just put in - I poured the contents
into a water bottle That's nasty! Remember I've only got 29k on my girl. How many do you have
and when was the last filter change?? Go out and do it now! The Ford Explorer is not equipped
with a cabin air filter. Both engines between the 4. The owners manual shows 6. Wherever the
fuel filter on a 96 ford explorer is. The Ford Explorer has 12 valves. The Ford Explorer has a V6
engine. No , there isn't a cabin air filter on a Ford Explorer from the factory. The Ford Explorer is
a gas-powered vehicle. The Ford Explorer has a 5-speed automatic. Any Auto Parts store can
provide this info. The Ford Explorer is 15 ft. The curb weight of the Ford Explorer is lbs.. Ask
Question. Car Starting Problems. Ford Explorer. Ford Explorer XLS. See Answer. Top Answer.
Wiki User Answered I just got done with it so here it goes: First off, this was done on my 04
Explorer 4. Your experience may be different depending on model and year. Tools: ratchet
10mm socket 13mm socket Ford fuel tool rags new filter safety glasses Step 1: Pull fuel pump
relay 48 and start truck. Truck may run and stall or not run at all. Held on by 3 13mm bolts heat
shield 5 Remove plastic cover. Held by 2 10mm bolts Plastic cover Now you can see the filter.
Ford Tool 7 remove filter from bracket Don't try pulling it out - that sucker is really in there.
Filter in bracket Reattach fuel lines. No biggie here - just reverse of removal. Now is a good time
for anti-seize on the bolts for next time. Put the cover and heat shield back on. Replace relay
Start truck and check for leaks. Related Questions. How can I replace fuel filter Ford Explorer ?
How many quarts of oil for ford explorer v6? How many quarts of oil do you need for a ford
explorer with a 4. What type oil is used in a Ford Explorer V8 4. How many quarts of oil is
needed to do an oil chance on a Ford Explorer v8? What is the oil capacity for ford explorer with
a 4. Where is the fuel filter on a 96 Ford Explorer? Ford Explorer fuel filter location? How do you
change a cabin air filter on a ford explorer sport? How do you Replace gas filter Ford Explorer
xls? How much oil for a ford explorer 4. How many valves does the Ford Explorer have? What
size engine does the Ford Explorer have? Does a 96 ford explorer have a cabin filter? What kind
of oil and filter do you get for a Ford Explorer 4. Is the Ford Explorer electric or gas? What kind
of transmission does the Ford Explorer have? What is the proper fuel filter for a ford explorer?
How do you Change the fuel filter ford explorer xlt? How many quarts of oil does a ford explorer
take? How long is the Ford Explorer? What is the curb weight of the Ford Explorer? Trending
Questions Is silence a sound? Asked By Ciara Parker. Has a human ever been mailed via the
United States Postal Service? Asked By Annamarie Trantow. Who would you swap lives with for
a day? Asked By Fletcher Altenwerth. How many feet are in seven minutes? Asked By Wiki
User. Why were the English able to defeat the french in early battles such as the one at crecy?
What are the duties of a health prefect? What letter in the Alphabet is always waiting in order?
What number is the opposite of 0. Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When
did organ music become associated with baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut
an onion without crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores?
Asked By Veronica Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija
Kreiger. Do animals name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning
WWE Champion of all time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By
Roslyn Walter. Unanswered Questions What values can we get in the folk dance tiklos? What
happens when heat energy is not properly used and handled? How did Jose rizals parents raise
their children? Moral lesson of tale of pilandok story? What online sites don't ask for cvv? Does

Melissa Fumero smoke? Give the summary in the poem myopia by syl cheney-coker? All Rights
Reserved. The material on this site can not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or
otherwise used, except with prior written permission of Multiply. Keep the fuel system in your
Ford Explorer in optimal condition by replacing the fuel filter every 30, to 40, miles. A clean fuel
filter means clean fuel injectors and a clean fuel pressure regulator. Follow the instructions
below to replace the filter on a Ford Explorer in under 45 minutes. Begin by disconnecting the
battery ground cable. Relieve the fuel system pressure by removing the fuel pump relay and
then starting the engine. Let it idle until it stalls. Then, crank the engine for about 5 seconds to
make sure the pressure has been released. Turn the ignition off. Raise the vehicle and locate
the fuel filter on the passenger side, under the door near the front wheel well. It is behind a
curved shield called the fuel filter heat shield. Remove the bolts from that shield. Then, remove
the nuts and the fuel filter shield. Disconnect the quick release and spring lock couplings.
Remove the fuel filter and any fuel line caps. Put the new filter in place and connect the
quick-release and spring-lock couplings. Make sure you install the fuel pump relay. Reinstall the
fuel filter heat shield and torque the bolts to 15 foot-pounds. Lower the vehicle and reconnect
the battery ground cable. Start your Ford Explorer, check for leaks, and fix any you find. Don't
disconnect the fuel lines until you let the pressure out of the fuel system. Before you start your
Explorer, wipe up any fuel that may have spilled while replacing the filter. This article was
written by a professional writer, copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point auditing
system, in efforts to ensure our readers only receive the best information. To submit your
questions or ideas, or to simply learn more, see our about us page: link below. Items you will
need Hoist Wrench Quick-connect separator tool set New fuel filter. Warnings Don't disconnect
the fuel lines until you let the pressure out of the fuel system. Writer Bio This article was written
by a professional writer, copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point auditing system, in
efforts to ensure our readers only receive the best information. The fuel filter is located in
different areas on Ford Explorer models. The fuel filter is the main component in the fuel
cleaning process. The gas flows into the fuel filter and the sediments from the fuel are trapped
inside. The clean fuel is then released out of the outlet port of the fuel filter and back into the
fuel line. The gas travels through the fuel line to the engine. The fuel filter on the Ford Explorer
models needs to be replaced every 50, miles to 75, miles. Park the Ford Explorer on a level
surface and shut the engine off. If the Ford Explorer is between and , crawl under the driver's
side of the Ford Explorer at the driver's side door. Locate the fuel filter that is inside of the
driver's side frame rail. The fuel filter is in a round bracket and has one fuel line coming out of
each end of
toyota tacoma alarm wiring
saturn sky viper hood
1999 ford explorer starter location
the fuel filter. The fuel filter will need to be replaced by using a fuel line quick disconnect tool
that you can buy at most auto parts stores. Crawl under the Ford Explorer on the passenger's
side for Explorer models made after The fuel filter is under the passenger's side door near the
front wheel well. There is a metal heat guard that is bolted over the fuel filter. Remove the fuel
filter with a fuel line quick disconnect tool and put the heat guard back over the fuel filter..
Grace Mclain has been writing professionally since Her articles have appeared on eHow. COM,
and she specializes in automotive and business topics. Step 1 Park the Ford Explorer on a level
surface and shut the engine off. Step 2 Locate the fuel filter that is inside of the driver's side
frame rail. Step 3 Crawl under the Ford Explorer on the passenger's side for Explorer models
made after The fuel filter on a Ford Explorer made before is near the carburetor. Always wear
safety glasses when working around fuel.

